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Simcenter sound and
vibration troubleshooting
Solution brief
Use Simcenter SCADAS XS and
Simcenter Testlab Scope App
to enhance sound and
vibration troubleshooting
measurements.
One of the conditions to create topcharting products is mastering unique
sound and vibration performance.
Customers always demand quieter, more
comfortable, powerful and longer-lasting
products. Governments impose increasing
strict regulations on noise and vibration
levels and eco-sustainability. At the same
time, the development teams are dealing
with reduced budgets and are being
challenged to increase testing efficiency to
reach ambitious targets in a shorter time.

To achieve the highest level of sound

Challenges

design, leading manufacturers invest in

• Make quick assessments of a product's
combined sound and vibration behavior

in-house labs that enable them to adopt
market demand for speed means there is

• Record data in the lab and on location
without bulky equipment

not time to go through the continuous

Solutions

cycle of outsourcing to third parties,
incorporating the findings, reworking the

• Use one platform for sound and
vibration testing

product and then sending it back for

• Leverage compact, scalable hardware

smart sound and vibration strategies. The

testing. As a result, having the capabilities
in-house increases agility and decreases
costs. Having your own sound and vibration lab enables your development team
to promptly assess sound and vibration
measurements at any moment they
need them.
The Simcenter™ software for sound and
vibration troubleshooting offering
combines a tablet running the Simcenter

Results
• Evaluate measured data immediately
wherever you are
• Streamline procedures so all team
members can conduct them
• Require limited investments in tools
and training
• Access accurate and detailed data,
enabling in-depth engineering
analysis that facilitates better decisions
faster without guesswork

siemens.com/simcenter

Validating sound and vibration phenomena

The openness of Simcenter Testlab Scope

can be done in the time, frequency, octave

facilitates faster collaboration, providing

and order domain thanks to the real-time

full flexibility for data sharing and process-

analysis displays and cursors. This analysis

ing. The calculated results, such as a color

can be done with real-time data or on

map or 2D displays with reference curves,

recordings that have been saved on

can easily be exported and shared in

Simcenter SCADAS XS. Sound and vibration

Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software or as

data can be further annotated with video

a screenshot. Being part of the Simcenter

Testlab™ Scope App with the compact

recordings using the built-in tablet

portfolio, recorded data is compatible with

multi-channel data acquisition tool

cameras. Using the audio replay with

Simcenter Testlab software and Simcenter

Simcenter SCADAS™ XS hardware for

filtering and equalization, users can shape

Testxpress, but also with third-party

sound and vibration measurements. This

and improve the acoustic behavior of their

software using a free data conversion tool.

bundle is specially developed for instant

product.

As such, this solution is fully flexible

Solution
focus

measurements, delivering reliable and
accurate results. This compact and portable
system removes obstacles to access sound
and vibration measurements in hard-tomeasure environments or situations,
including full workday battery autonomy
With the Simcenter troubleshooting
bundle, you empower your team to
conduct field diagnostics, mobile measurements and laboratory testing with real-time
and offline data validation. Moreover, this
bundle is designed to spread the knowledge and capability across your team to
gain time and flexibility. With the intuitive
user interface (UI), there is no need for
extensive training.
Both products are part of the Xcelerator™
portfolio, the comprehensive and integrated portfolio of software and services
from Siemens Digital Industries Software.
Simcenter Testlab Scope App
The Simcenter Testlab Scope App is a
dedicated app running on an Android
tablet that allows operating and monitoring of the sound and vibration data. It
wirelessly connects to Simcenter SCADAS
XS. With this application, you can easily
configure, monitor and validate your data
on the spot with no need for a computer.

and open.

All data remains in the manufacturers’

designed to support your other sound and

systems, ready to be accessed for new

vibration testing, such as International

product lines in future development

Organization for Standardization (ISO)

schedules.

certification procedures, and your potential

The tap-based interface allows for easy
access to a wide range of displays: post-run
data validation and signal replay.

to scaleup using the same system. Along
with supporting six- or 12-volt, AC or ICP
sensors, it can also be used to measure
tacho signals, binaural microphone signals,

Simcenter SCADAS XS data

CAN bus signals and Global Positioning

acquisition system

Systems (GPS).

The Simcenter Testlab Scope App is seamlessly integrated with the state-of-the-art
Simcenter SCADAS XS data acquisition
hardware covering measurement scenarios
from six to 12 channels and supporting a
wide range of sensors for direct
connectivity.
This pocket-sized, compact and portable
solution allows quick and flexible setup and
cheaper transport to support global teams.
The robust design enables it to withstand
shocks and vibration levels in the toughest
circumstances. Its internal battery autonomy allows you to use it for six hours
(typical use) without recharging. Its small
size allows it to be easily carried while
doing remote tests or when traveling.
In addition to being used for troubleshooting and competitive benchmarking
measurements, Simcenter SCADAS XS is

Simcenter SCADAS XS can be combined
with an optional Simcenter SCADAS 3D
Binaural Headset for cost-effective binaural
recording and immediate, high-quality data
replay of any analog, Sony/Philips Digital
interface format (S/PDIF) or headset
channel. This integrated replay capability
provides an easy and effective way to
validate acoustic quality.
Simcenter SCADAS XS is an excellent tool
for any sound and vibration engineer or
technician: it can be used in full standalone, with a tablet or in traditional
personal computer (PC) setups, in the lab
or on the move.
From troubleshooting to digital
product development
Achieving the level of engineering excellence is a challenge. Staying at the forefront of the market and consistently delivering better products means you need to
future-proof your product. You can leverage sound and vibration solutions that
cover not only certification and troubleshooting testing, but also unlock digital
product development. Using Simcenter
enables you to grow your testing capabilities to obtain more detailed engineering
insights. With Simcenter you can combine
test-based data with simulation within one
platform. Deploying simulation-driven
development built on accurate test-based
data will help you to claim your leading
position in the market.
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